Effect of sinusoidal forcing of ventilatory volume on avian breathing frequency.
Awake chickens were unidirectionally ventilated at 3.6 l . min-1 with 3.2-4.8% CO2 in air. The air sacs on each side were made confluent and implanted with exit tubes connected to the following three devices: 1) a system of constant-flow generators which remove air at exactly the same rate that it entered the trachea, allowing no port for spontaneous volume changes; 2) a sinusoidal pump to force volume changes in the chicken; and 3) a pressure transducer to record air sac pressure, which reflected the sum of two pressure components, the passive pressure changes created by the pump and the active pressure changes due to breathing efforts. Over a range of pump frequencies, the amplitude of measured air sac pressure changes varied inversely with frequency. Above and below this range, pressure showed a beat pattern, indicating a difference in the frequencies of the two pressure components. Within the range lacking a beat pattern, breathing movements and the pump stroke had the same frequency. This range was greater at increased stroke volume. Breathing efforts worked with the pump at the high end of the range and against the pump at the low end. These findings show further evidence of the presence of a response to volume forcing and fit a previously described volume threshold model.